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ABSTRACT
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) applications have spread all over the
world. In order to provide their security and privacy, researchers proposed
different kinds of protocols. In this paper, we analyze the privacy of a new
protocol, proposed by Yu-Jehn in 2015 which is based on Electronic Product
Code Class1 Generation 2 (EPC C1 G2) standard. By applying the Ouafi-Phan
privacy model, we show that the Yu-Jehn protocol is vulnerable to secret
parameter reveal attack, traceability attacks, forward traceability attack and
it also does not provide the privacy of RFID users. To enhance the privacy of
the analyzed protocol, an improved version of the protocol is proposed which
eliminates the existing weaknesses of Yu-Jehn protocol.
© 2016 ISC. All rights reserved.

1

Introduction

adio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology
is a pioneer of great change in social life which
R
has been started in recent decades and is developing
increasingly in different kinds of services all around
the world [1–3]. Transportation, healthcare, medical
applications, trading, human or animal identification,
security services are some examples which improve
their facilities by using the RFID technologies. RFID
systems consist of three main parts as shown in Figure 1: Tag, reader and back end server. The identification data for interaction with the reader are stored
in the tag. The back-end server contains a complete
database of identification information of all the tags
and the readers. The reader is placed between the
tag and the back-end server. Depending on the protocol,readers are allowed to change or add some input to
∗ Corresponding author.
Email addresses: salman.ghaemmaghami@srbiau.ac.ir (S.S.
Sajjadi GhaemMaghami), no(A. Haghbin), no (M.
Mirmohseni)
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the received data from the tag (back-end server) and
forward it to the back-end server (tag). The connection between the tag and the reader is insecure while
the connection between the reader and the back-end
server is mostly secure. However, in some applications,
reader is merged with the back-end server and the
new structure consist of two main parts, the tag and
the back-end server.
Depending on the power of RFID tags, they are
falling in one of the three categories: active, passive
and semi-passive [4]. The active tag has an inner battery which enables it to start a new conversation with
the reader or the back-end server. On the other hand,
the passive tag does not have any battery and obtains
its required energy for calculations and responding by
using the reader’s electrical field. The semi-passive tag
has a battery, but it uses this battery just for the internal processing while for wireless communications it is
like the passive tag. In the last few years, researchers
have proposed different RFID authentication protocols to provide security and privacy requirements of
RFID end-users [3, 5–9]. According to the structure of
the protocols and their deployed cryptographic func-
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tions, these protocols are classified into four main
groups [10]. The first class, called full-fledged, contains
the protocols that apply ordinary cryptographic functions, such as one-way hash functions, public or private key cryptography systems, and so forth [11]. The
second class contains the protocols that use Random
Number Generators (RNG) and one-way hash functions. Lightweight is the name of the third class that
is relevant to those protocols which apply RNG and
Cyclic Redundancy Code (CRC) checksum [12, 13].
The last class are the Ultra Lightweight protocols
which are only allowed to use simple bitwise operators
such as OR, AND, XOR and it means that they are
not even permitted for using RNG on the tag’s side
[14, 15].
In the last few years, due to ubiquitously deployment of RFID systems in some sensitive applications,
studying the security and the privacy of RFID endusers has got more attention by researchers [1, 6, 16–
19]. Electronic Product Code Class 1 Generation 2
(EPC C1 G2) [20] is the most popular standard which
has been proposed for RFID passive tags. Recently,
due to popularity and implementing of RFID EPCbased tags in wide range of identification and authentication applications, designing authentication protocols under EPC C1 G2 standard has become a primary research areas for researchers in RFID protocols
[3, 5, 14, 21–25].
In 2007, Chien and Chen [26] proposed an improved
mutual authentication protocol for RFID systems that
is related to the standard of EPC C1 G2. Peris-Lopez
et al. in [27] showed that Chien and Chen’s scheme
cannot resist against the tracking, forged-server, DoS,
forged tag, and forward secrecy attacks. In 2010, Yeh
et al. [23] investigated the Chien and Chen’s protocol
and showed that it is vulnerable against DOS attack.
Moreover, they improved it and proposed a new protocol based on EPC C1 G2 standard. They claimed that
their protocol provides sufficient security and privacy.
However, in 2013, Yoon et al. [22] declared that there
are still weaknesses with Yeh et al. protocol [23] in
providing data integrity and secrecy. In 2015, Yu-Jehn
[14] studied Chien and Chen’s protocol and proposed
a new mutual authentication protocol for EPC C1 G2
RFID tags. This protocol only used ultra-lightweight
operations, such as RNG, PRNG and XOR. In [14],
the security and the privacy of the proposed protocol

are analyzed and it is claimed that the protocol is
immune against existing security and privacy attacks.
In this paper, we study the privacy of Yu-Jehn
protocol [14] and show that their protocol still suffers
from some weaknesses and cannot provide private
communication for RFID users. One of the main points
in designing an RFID protocol is defining a new and
randomized quantity as the secret values, which will
be impossible for the attacker to guess them even by
eavesdropping the protocol. Moreover, there must be
the least likeliness between the transmitted messages
and the updating procedure to prevent an adversary
from understanding the next ID or secret values. YuJehn [14] missed these notes in designing their their
protocol, hence it is possible for the attacker to trace
the position of the tag which is in contravention of the
privacy performance in the protocol design. In this
paper we mention these weaknesses by performing
two different traceability attacks, forward traceability
attack and secret parameter reveal attack against
their protocol. Moreover, in order to enhance the
privacy of Yu-Jehn protocol, by paying attention to
the stated notes, an improved version of their protocol
is proposed.
The structure of paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, privacy concerns in RFID protocol are highlighted and the model of Ouafi and Phan is described.
Section 3 introduces the Yu-Jehn protocol. In Section 4, Yu-Jehn protocol is analyzed from the privacy
point of view. In Section 5, we apply some changes to
Yu-Jehn protocol and propose an improved version
of it. Moreover, the privacy of our proposed protocol
is analyzed in this Section, and it is shown that the
weaknesses of Yu-Jehn protocol are fixed. Finally, we
conclude the paper in Section 6.

2

Privacy in RFID Protocol

Providing privacy in an RFID system is the main goal
of protocol proposers. These protocols are always at
risk of different types of attacks and threats.
2.1

Traceability

Traceability issue is one of the greatest challenges
in every authentication protocol which plays an important role in providing the privacy of RFID users.
Traceability topic from the perspective of privacy is
categorized in one of the following three section [28]:

Back End Server

Untraceability: It means that, after the transaction between the tag T0 and the reader at the moment
t, there should not be any relation between the messages created at time t0 , t0 > t, with the stored values
in the last session.

Figure 1. A System model of RFID systems

Forward untraceability: If an adversary A has

Tag
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Reader

Back-end Server
(𝑁𝑜𝑙𝑑 , 𝑁𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝐾𝑜𝑙𝑑 , 𝐾𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑜𝑙𝑑 , 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝑅𝐼𝐷𝑗 , 𝐸𝑃𝐶𝑖 )

Tag
(𝑁𝑖 , 𝐾𝑖 , 𝐸𝑃𝐶𝑖 , 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖 )

(𝑅𝐼𝐷𝑗 )

1.1 Generates 𝑟1
1.2 𝑉𝑅 = ℎ(𝑅𝐼𝐷𝑗 ⊕ 𝑟1 )
𝑟1

1.3 →

4.1 𝑉𝑅 =? ℎ(𝑅𝐼𝐷𝑗 ⊕ 𝑟1 )
4.2 Search 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖 in the database to find out
(𝐸𝑃𝐶𝑖 , 𝑁𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑑 , 𝐾𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑑 , 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑑 , 𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 )
4.3 𝑟2 = 𝑀1 ⊕ 𝑁𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑑 or 𝑟2 = 𝑀1 ⊕ 𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤
4.4 𝑀2 =? 𝑃(𝐸𝑃𝐶𝑖 ∥ 𝑟1 ∥ 𝑟2 ∥ 𝐾𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑑 or 𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 )
4.5 𝑥 = 𝑜𝑙𝑑 or 𝑛𝑒𝑤
4.6 𝑀3 = 𝑃(𝐸𝑃𝐶𝑖 ∥ 𝑟2 ∥ 𝑁𝑖𝑥 ∥ 𝐾𝑖𝑥 )
4.7 →

𝑀3

2.1 Generates 𝑟2 Randomly
2.2 𝑀1 = 𝑁𝑖 ⊕ 𝑟2
2.3 𝑀2 = 𝑃(𝐸𝑃𝐶𝑖 ∥ 𝑟1 ∥ 𝑟2 ∥ 𝐾𝑖 )

(𝑀1 ,𝑀2 ,𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖 ,𝑟1 ,𝑉𝑅 )

(𝑀1 ,𝑀2 ,𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖 )

3 ←

5 →

2.4 ←

𝑀3

6.1 𝑀3 =? 𝑃(𝐸𝑃𝐶𝑖 ∥ 𝑟2 ∥ 𝑁𝑖 ∥ 𝐾𝑖 )
6.2 𝑁𝑖 = 𝑃(𝑁𝑖 ⊕ 𝑟2 )
6.3 𝐾𝑖 = 𝑃(𝐾𝑖 ⊕ 𝑟2 )

4.8 If (x = new)
𝑁𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑃(𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 ⊕ 𝑟2 )
𝐾𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑃(𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 ⊕ 𝑟2 )
𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑃(𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 ⊕ 𝑟2 )
END If

6.4 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖 = 𝑃(𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖 ⊕ 𝑟2 )

Figure 2. The Yu-Jehn Protocol [14]

access to the secret values of the tag T0 at t, he/she
will not be able to recognize the messages produced
by the tag T0 at the time t00 , when t00 > t0 , after a
successful session between the tag T0 and the reader
at time t0 , with t0 > t.
Backward untraceability: If the attacker has access to the secret values of the tag T0 at time t0 , he/she
will not be able to distinguish the transactions of the
tag T0 at time t00 with t00 < t0 .
2.2

Ouafi and Phan Privacy model

Researchers have proposed a number of privacy models
to evaluate the privacy of the RFID protocols. Here,
we briefly describe Ouafi and Phan privacy model
[28] since we analyze the privacy of Yu-Jehn protocol
using this model. In this model, the adversary A is
able to both eavesdrop the communication channel
between tags and readers, and change the protocol’s
flows actively or passively. Actually the adversary A
can run the following queries:
• Execute query (R, T, i): This query models passive attacks. Its output involves the messages that
were exchanged between reader R and tag T during a truthful execution of the protocol in the
session i.
• Send query (U, V, m, i): In this query, an adversary A is able to perform an active attack. In the
other words, the attacker impersonate an entity

such as U ∈ T in the ith session of the protocol
by sending a message (m) to an entity V ∈ R.
• Corrupt query (T , K): In corrupt query, the
adversary A has physical access to the tag T , so it
becomes as a stronger query than send. With this
query, the adversary A learns the stored secret
K0 of T , and sets it to K. This query is used
to capture the notion of forward and backward
traceability and the extent of the damage caused
by compromising tag’s stored secret.
• Test query (T0 , T1 , i): When this query is executed in the particular session i, after completing
ith session, a random number bit b ∈ {0, 1} is
generated by challenger and Tb ∈ {T0 , T1 } is delivered to the attacker. Adversary wins if it can
truly guess the bit b.
Untraceability privacy (UPriv): The adversary
plays the game G and gathers R and T instances by
implementing the mentioned queries in the following
phases:
* Learning phase: The adversary A can drive
the Execute, Send, and Corrupt queries to any
random T0 and T1 tags.
* Challenge phase: The attacker A selects
two fresh tags T0 and T1 , and forwards a Test
query(T0 , T1 , i) to the challenger. After that, the
challenger selects b ∈ {0, 1} randomly and the
attacker A expresses a tag Tb ∈ {T0 , T1 } using
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Execute and Send queries.
* Guess phase: The adversary A terminates the
game and outputs a bit b0 , which is its guess
of the value of b. The success of the attacker A
in playing G is equal to its success of breaking
untraceability notion which is equal to the probability of recognizing whether attacker A received
T0 or T1 . It can be denoted by AdvA U P riv (k),
where k is the security parameter.
1
AdvUPriv
(κ) = | Pr[b0 = b] − | .
A
2
1
U P riv
where 0 ≤
≤ . ifAdvA
(k) 
2
ε(k), the protocol is traceable with negligible
probability.
U P riv
AdvA
(k)

3

The Yu-Jehn Protocol

In [14], Yu-Jehn proposed a new mutual authentication protocol for EPC C1 G2 RFID tags. EPC is the
new Electronic Product Code that replaces the older
UPC (Universal Product Code) found on many item
labels and is a set of numbers plus a barcode [3]. The
structure of Yu-Jehn protocol is illustrated in Figure 2. It should be noted that the connection between
the tag and the reader is insecure, while the back-end
server and the reader communicate in a secure connection. The notation that are used in Yu-Jehn protocol
are listed in Table 1.
3.1

Review of Yu-Jehn RFID Tag
Authentication Protocol

The Yu-Jehn protocol is organized in six phases which
are described as follows:
In the first phase, the reader generates a random
number r1 and sends a request query through transmission of r1 to the tag. Besides, the reader computes
VR = h(RIDj ⊕ r1 ) in this session. In the second
phase, the tag generates a random number r2 after receiving the request from the reader. Moreover, it computes M1 = Ni ⊕ r2 and M2 = P (EP Ci k r1 k r2 k
ki ) messages and sends (M1 , M2 , P IDi ) to the reader.
The reader puts r2 and VR beside the received messages and sends (M1 , M2 , P IDi , r1 , VR ) to the backend server in the third phase. In the fourth phase, the
back-end server validates the reader as a legal one,
by calculating VR = h(RIDj ⊕ r1 ) and comparing it
with the received VR . Considering the stored P IDi is
in the database, the back-end server compares them
with the received P IDi to obtain the appropriate set
of (EP Ci , Niold , kiold , P IDiold , Ninew , , kinew , P IDinew ).
As the back-end server stores the last two ki , P IDi
and Ni , it computes r2 with both M1 ⊕ Niold and
M1 ⊕ Ninew equations. Implementing results for r2
and the stored values of kinew and kiold , the back-end
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Table 1. The notation that are used in Yu-Jehn protocol.
Definition

Symbol
EP Ci

Electronic Product Code of the ith tag

Ki

Authentication key

P IDi

Pseudonym identification code of the ith tag

T

P IDi k

P ID of the kth tag during the ith session

RIDj

Pseudonym identification code of the j th reader

ri

A random number

Ni

Secret parameter updated at the end of each
round. For the first time it is pre-defined in the
tag and the back-end server

Ml,ik

The lth message generated by the kth tag during
the ith session

x

Shows that the received messages are the old or
new ones which are stored in the back-end server

h(·)

Hash function

P (·)

Pseudo Random Number Generator

k

Concatenation operation

⊕

Bitwise XOR

T

server computes M2 which result in four values. Comparing these four values with the received message
M2 , clarifies that the transmitted messages of the tag
are the old or new ones (it is referred by x in this
paper). After choosing the correct tag, the back-end
server computes M3 = P (EP Ci k r2 k Nix k Kix ) and
sends it to the reader. Now, if the transmitted messages of the tag are the new ones, it will update its
stored values. The reader sends the received M3 to
the tag, in the fifth phase. In the last phase, the tag
computes P (EP Ci k r2 k Ni k Ki ) and compares it
with the received M3 . If they are equal, the authentication process is performed successfully. Finally, the
tag updates its stored values.

4
4.1

Analysis of Yu-Jehn Protocol
Secret Parameter Reveal

Protocols should provide private communication besides preventing from reveal of secret parameters implemented in their structure. Although, Yu-Jehn protocol [14] assures the immunity of secret parameters,
we find their protocol vulnerable to secrecy attack
which is described below,
Learning phase: In sessions (i) the adversary A
sends an Execute query (R, T0 , j) to the tag T0 and
T0
T0
receives M1,i
, P IDiT0 , M2,i
.
Attack phase: The attacker sends an Execute
query (R, T0 , i + 1) in the (i + 1)th session of the protoT0
T0
T0
col which results in obtaining M1,i+1
, P IDi+1
, M2,i+1
.
Now, the attacker finds the secret value Ni+1 with the
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probability of “1”, through usage of stored values during the last session: Ni+1 = P (Ni ⊕ r2,i ) = P (M1,i ).
Therefore, it is shown that the Yu-Jehn protocol reveals the secret parameter Ni+1 , after eavesdropping
one session of the protocol which leads to the other
privacy and security attacks.
4.2

Traceability Attack

This subsection aims to show the vulnerability of the
Yu-Jehn protocol to two different kinds of traceability
attacks where an adversary can trace a specific tag as
follows,
Learning phase: In the sessions (i) and (i + 1),
the adversary A sends an Execute query (R, T0 , i)
T0
and Execute query (R, T0 , i + 1) and gets M1,i
=
T0
T0
T0
Ni ⊕ r2,i , P IDi+1 , M1,i+1 . Then he/she calculates
T0
T0
λ = P (M1,i
) = P (NiT0 ⊕ r2,i ) and γ = M1,i+1
⊕ λ.
Challenge phase: The adversary A selects two
fresh tags T0 and T1 for test, and sends a Test query
(T0 , T1 , i + 2). According to the randomly chosen bit
b ∈ {0, 1}, the adversary is given a tag Tb ∈ {T0 , T1 }.
Afterwards, the adversary A sends an Execute query
Tb
(R, Tb , i + 2), and obtains P IDi+2
.
Guess phase: The adversary A stops the game G,
and outputs a bit b0 ∈ {0, 1} as a guess of bit b as
follows,

Tb
T0
0
if
P IDi+2
= P (P IDi+1
⊕ γ)
b0 =
.
1
otherwise
As a result, we have, ADVAuprive (k) = |pr(b0 =
1
1
1
b) − | = |1 − | =  ε
2
2
2
Proof: According to the Figure 2 we can write,
If

Tb =
=
=
=
=
=

T0
T0 =⇒ P (P IDi+1
⊕ γ)
T0
T0
P (P IDi+1 ⊕ M1,i+1 ⊕ λ)
T0
T0
P (P IDi+1
⊕ M1,i+1
⊕ P (NiT0 ⊕ r2,i ))
T0
T0
T0
P (P IDi+1
⊕ M1,i+1
⊕ Ni+1
)
Tb
Tb
Tb
P (P IDi+1 ⊕ M1,i+1 ⊕ Ni+1 )
Tb
Tb
P (P IDi+1
⊕ r2,i+1 ) = P IDi+2

1
 ε and the tag is trace2
able. Note that, the notion ADVAuprive (k) is defined in
[28]. Moreover, the Yu-Jehn protocol is again vulnerable to traceability attack. According to the structure
of Yu-Jehn protocol, it can be seen that the P IDi
will not be updated till session (5) of the protocol. So,
an adversary can perform traceability attack by preventing the P IDi update in the tag using one time
interception of protocol. This attack can be performed
as follows:
Hence, ADVAuprive (k) =

Learning phase: In session (i), the attacker A
sends an Execute query (R, T0 , i) to the tag by sending
a random number, ri0 , and obtains M10 , M20 and P IDi0 .
Challenge phase: The attacker A selects two
fresh tags T0 and T1 for test, and sends a Test query
(T0 , T1 , i + 1). According to the randomly chosen bit
b ∈ {0, 1}, the attacker is given a tag Tb ∈ {T0 , T1 }.
After that, the attacker A sends an Execute query
(R, Tb , i + 1) by sending r100 , and obtains M100 , M200 ,
P IDi00 .
Guess phase: The attacker A stops the game G,
and outputs a bit b0 ∈ {0, 1} as a guess of bit b as
follows,

0
if
P IDi0 = P IDi00
b0 =
.
1
otherwise
As a result, we get:
1
1
1
ADVAuprive (k) = |pr(b0 = b) − | = |1 − | =  ε
2
2
2
Proof: After an unsuccessful challenge between the
attacker and the tag, the tag does not update P IDi .
Hence, the tag uses the same value in the next session. Therefore, the adversary can perform traceability attack on the Yu-Jehn protocol with the success
probability of “1”.
4.3

Forward Traceability Attack

In addition to the mentioned privacy disquiets, it
can be shown that Yu-Jehn protocol does not assure
forward untraceability. According to the structure of
Yu-Jehn protocol, the EP C is fixed in all sessions.
Because of this weakness, an adversary can track a
target tag as follows:
Learning phase: In the ith session, the adversary A sends a Corrupt query (T0 , k 0 ) and obtains
(KiT0 , NiT0 , EP CiT0 ) from Tag T0 . It also sends an ExeT0
T0
cute query (R, T0 , i) and obtains (r1,i
, M1,i
). Now, simT0
ply the adversary computes r2,i as r2,i = M1,i
⊕ NiT0 .
Afterward using the obtained r2,i , the adversary computes and as follows:
A = P (NiT0 ⊕ r2,i )
B = P (KiT0 ⊕ r2,i )
Challenge phase: The adversary A selects two fresh
tags T0 and T1 for test, , and sends a Test query
(T0 , T1 , i + 1). According to the randomly chosen
bit b ∈ {0, 1}, the adversary is given a tag Tb ∈
{T0 , T1 }. Now in session (i + 1th ), the adversary A
sends an Execute query (R, Tb , i + 1) by sending r1,i
(i.e., the same value as for session i) and obtains
Tb
Tb
(M1,i+1
, M2,i+1
). Now the adversary computes r2,i+1
Tb
as r2,i+1 = M1,i+1
⊕A. Guess phase: The adversary
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A stops the game G, and outputs a bit b0 ∈ {0, 1} as
a guess of bit b using the following rule: bit b0 ∈ {0, 1}
as a guess of bit b as follows,
(
b0 =

0
1

T

b
M2,i+1
= P (EP CiT0 k r1,i k r2,i+1 k B)

if
otherwise

As a result, it can be written that,
1
1
1
ADVAuprive (k) = |pr(b0 = b) − | = |1 − | =  ε
2
2
2
Proof: As the value of EPC is fixed in all sessions, we
T0
have EP CiT0 = EP Ci+1
. Using this fact, the following
equations is obtained:
Tb
Tb = T0 =⇒ Ni+1
= P (NiTb ⊕ r2,i )

(1)If

= P (NiT0 ⊕ r2,i ) = A
T0
= (EP CiT0 k r1,i k r2,i+1 k Ki+1
)

= (EP CiT0 k r1,i k r2,i+1 k B)

5

Improved Version of Yu-Jehn
Protocol

In this Section, in order to eliminate the privacy weaknesses of Yu-Jehn protocol mentioned in Section 4, an
improved version is proposed. Analyzes illustrate that
our proposed protocol is resistant against all of the
mentioned traceability attacks. Yu-Jehn protocol has
two main weaknesses that makes it vulnerable to traceability attacks. The first one is the structure of generating M1 = Ni ⊕ r2 . In their protocol, if the adversary
obtains Ni , upon eavesdropping Mi , he/she can calculate the random number r2 and perform traceability
and forward traceability attacks. The second one is the
way P IDi is used in the updating procedure, which
makes the protocol vulnerable to traceability attack.
Now, in order to prevent all mentioned weaknesses
in the Yu-Jehn protocol, we apply some changes in
its authentication and updating procedures. First, we
introduce a new definition for computation of M1 and
the transmitted P IDi as follows:
(2)If

Tb
Tb = T0 =⇒ Ki+1
= P (KiTb ⊕ r2,i )

= P (KiT0 ⊕ r2,i ) = B
Tb
Tb
(1), (2) =⇒ M2,i+1
= P (EP CiTb r1,i k r2,i+1 k Ki+1
)

M1 = P (Ni ⊕ r3 ) ⊕ r2
P IDadd = P IDi ⊕ r3
where we define a new random number r3 which
is generated in the tag. Furthermore, we change the
updated messages of ni and Ki by, Ni+1 = P (Ni ⊕
r2 ⊕ r3 ). The improved protocol is shown in Figure 3
in details.
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Although, the amount of computation and complexity are limiting factors in an RFID protocol, it should
be considered that this limitation is so serious in the
tag [2], [4]. One of the most important issues that plays
the role of impediment for developing RFID system
is the cost of RFID tags. Decreasing the tag’s price
is directly related to reducing its amount of complication and complexity [4]. On the other hand, great
developments in electronic devices permit the reader
and the back-end server to use a powerful processor.
Therefore, an authentication protocol must include
as much simplicity as it is possible in the tag, besides
providing adequate privacy and security. Moreover,
it should switch the complexity over the reader and
the back-end server which are equipped with potent
processors. In our proposed protocol the connection
between the reader and the back-end server is secure.
In order to omit weaknesses of the Yu-Jehn’s protocol
[14] we make changes in the back-end server messages.
Although this improvement increases the amount of
computation in the back-end server, as we discussed
above, this is not so serious in the performance of the
RFID system.
5.1

Analysis of our proposed protocol

The improved protocol avoids traceability attack, by
preventing transmission of P IDi explicitly and replace it with P IDadd which increases the amount of
computation in the back-end server side, but as we
mentioned before, the presence of processor in backend server will make this issue ignorable [21, 29, 30].
In the rest of this section, the privacy of improved
Yu-Jehn protocol is analyzed. It is shown that how
our modification on the Yu-Jehn protocol can fix all
mentioned weaknesses and increase its privacy.
DoS attack resistance: Preventing access to services and resources for legal users in an RFID system
is called Denial of Service (DoS) attack. These attacks
usually take place through creating artificial traffic,
temporarily interrupt or averting connection. Sometimes an attacker uses the eavesdropped messages
during last session and sends them as a query or response which yields in detecting the attacker as a legal
user and updating stored values. Since we implement
a new random variable r3 in our proposed protocol,
the generated P IDadd always differs with the value
in previous session. Moreover, the structure of the
M1 = P (Ni ⊕ r3 ) ⊕ r2 is related on both r2 and r3 random variables. It makes it impossible for an adversary
to perform interruption in service. Although the connection between the reader and the back-end server is
secure, the manner of generating messages and their
dependency via this connection to random variables,
prevents an attacker to perform DoS attacks.
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Back-end Server
(𝑁𝑜𝑙𝑑 , 𝑁𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝐾𝑜𝑙𝑑 , 𝐾𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑜𝑙𝑑 , 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝐸𝑃𝐶𝑖 , 𝑅𝐼𝐷 )

Reader

Tag

(𝑅𝐼𝐷𝑗 )

(𝑁𝑖 , 𝐾𝑖 , 𝐸𝑃𝐶𝑖 , 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖 )

1.1 Generates 𝑟1
1.2 𝑉𝑅 = ℎ(𝑅𝐼𝐷𝑗 ⊕ 𝑟1 )
𝑟1

2.1 Generates 𝑟2 and 𝑟3 Randomly
2.2 𝑀1 = 𝑃(𝑁𝑖 ⊕ 𝑟3 ) ⊕ 𝑟2
2.3 𝑀2 = 𝑃(𝐸𝑃𝐶𝑖 ∥ 𝑟1 ∥ 𝑟2 ∥ 𝐾𝑖 )
2.4 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑎𝑑𝑑 = 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖 ⊕ 𝑟3

1.3 →

(𝑀1 ,𝑀2 ,𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑎𝑑𝑑 )

(𝑀1 ,𝑀2 ,𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑎𝑑𝑑 ,𝑟1 ,𝑉𝑅 )

4.1 𝑉𝑅 =? ℎ(𝑅𝐼𝐷𝑗 ⊕ 𝑟1 )
4.2 𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑡𝑢𝑝𝑙𝑒 (𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑜𝑙𝑑,𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑛𝑒𝑤)
4.3 𝑟3𝑜𝑙𝑑 =𝑃𝐼𝐷add⊕𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑟3𝑛𝑒𝑤 =𝑃𝐼𝐷add⊕𝑃𝐼𝐷new
4.4 𝑟2𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 𝑟2𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 𝑀1 ⊕ 𝑃( 𝑟3𝑜𝑙𝑑 ⊕ 𝑁𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑑 )
𝑟2𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑀1 ⊕ 𝑃( 𝑟3𝑛𝑒𝑤 ⊕ 𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 )
4.5 𝑀2 =? 𝑃(𝐸𝑃𝐶𝑖 ∥ 𝑟1 ∥ 𝑟2𝑥 ∥ 𝐾𝑖𝑥 )
4.6 𝑥 = 𝑜𝑙𝑑 or 𝑛𝑒𝑤
4.7 𝑀3 = 𝑃(𝐸𝑃𝐶𝑖 ∥ 𝑟2 ∥ 𝑁𝑖𝑥 ∥ 𝐾𝑖𝑥 )
𝑀3

4.8 →
4.9 If (x = new)
𝑁𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑃(𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 ⊕ 𝑟2 ⊕ 𝑟3 )
𝐾𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑃(𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 ⊕ 𝑟2 ⊕ 𝑟3 )
𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑃(𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 ⊕ 𝑟2 )
END If

2.5 ←

3 ←

5 →

𝑀3

6.1 𝑀3 =? 𝑃(𝐸𝑃𝐶𝑖 ∥ 𝑟2 ∥ 𝑁𝑖 ∥ 𝐾𝑖 )
6.2 𝑁𝑖 = 𝑃(𝑁𝑖 ⊕ 𝑟2 ⊕ 𝑟3 )
6.3 𝐾𝑖 = 𝑃(𝐾𝑖 ⊕ 𝑟2 ⊕ 𝑟3 )
6.4 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖 = 𝑃(𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖 ⊕ 𝑟2 )

Figure 3. Improved version of Yu-Jehn Protocol.

Secret parameter reveal resistance: Different
types of attacks are result of revealing the secret parameters used in an authentication protocol. As described in Section 4.1, the similarity between the transmitted messages and updating procedure results in
secret parameter reveal attack. Our improved protocol prevents this attack by defining new messages and
implementing fresh random parameters. Here we show
that our proposed protocol is secure against revealing
the secret parameter:
Learning phase: In session (i), the adversary A
sends an Execute query (R, T0 , i)to the tag T0 and
T0
T0
T0
receives M1,i
, P IDi,add
, M2,i
.
Attack phase: The attacker sends an Execute
query (R, T0 , i + 1) in the (i + 1)th session of the proT0
T0
tocol which results in obtaining M1,i+1
, P IDadd,i+1
,
T0
M2,i+1 . There is not any relation between M1 =
P (Ni ⊕ r3 ) ⊕ r2 and the updating description for the
secret parameter Ni = P (Ni ⊕ r2 ⊕ r3 ). Therefore, an
attacker is not able to find the correct value for the
secret parameter Ni , even if he/she eavesdrops any
session of the protocol.
Traceability Attack: In Section 4.1, it is shown
that the adversary can trace the tag via two different methods. In our proposed protocol, in order to

prevent these two, we make two changes in the exchanged messages between the tag and the reader.
First, we change the transmitted P IDi from the tag
to the reader with P IDadd = P IDi ⊕ r3 , where r3 is a
random number generated by the tag in each session.
Therefore, since in each session the value of P IDadd
changes, even if the adversary intercepts the protocol,
he/she cannot trace the tag using P IDi . As it is described below, an adversary is not able to trace the
tag which is proved with Ouafi and Phan model: The
attacker A sends an Execute query (R, T0 , i) to the
tag by sending a random number, r10 and obtains M10 ,
M20 , P IDi0 . Then he/she let the protocol unfinished.
In session (i + 1), the attacker sends an Execute query
(R, T0 , i + 1) to the tag which result in obtaining M100 ,
M200 , P IDadd . Presenting a new definition for P IDadd
and implementing a new random number r3 , makes
it impossible for the attacker to find any similarity
00
0
between P IDadd
and P IDadd
.
P IDi0 ⊕ r30 6= P IDi ⊕ r3
In order to provide an immunity against the second
traceability attack, we introduce a new definition for
M1 as M1 = P (Ni ⊕r3 )⊕r2 . Therefore, the adversary
cannot obtain Ni and r2 and consequently he/she
will not be able to calculate the value of P IDi+1 for
tracking the tag. Here we use the Ouafi and Phan
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privacy model to show that our proposed protocol is
not vulnerable to traceability attack:
Learning phase: An adversary sends an Execute
query (R, T0 , i) and Execute query (R, T0 , i + 1) in
T0
sessions (i) and (i + 1), respectively and gets M1,i
=
T0
T0
P (NiT0 ⊕ r3,i ) ⊕ r2 , P IDadd,i+1
, M1,i+1
. Then, he/she
T0
calculates λ = P (M1,i
) = P (P (NiT0 ⊕ r3,i ) ⊕ r2,i ) and
T0
γ = M1,i+1 ⊕ λ.
Challenge phase: The adversary A selects two
fresh tags T0 and T1 for test, , and sends a Test query
(T0 , T1 , i + 2). According to the randomly chosen bit
b ∈ {0, 1}, the adversary is given a tag Tb ∈ {T0 , T1 }.
Afterwards, the adversary A sends an Execute query
Tb
(R, Tb , i + 2), and obtains P IDadd,i+2
.
Guess phase: The attacker is not able to trace the
Tb
target tag cause that P IDadd,i+2
is not equal with
T0
P (P IDi+1 ⊕ γ). Therefore, our proposed protocol
prevents an attacker from tracing a specific tag.
Backward and Forward Traceability Attacks:
In the proposed protocol, in order to prevent backward traceability and forward traceability attacks, we
change updating procedure of Ni+1 = P (Ni ⊕ r2 ) into
Ni+1 = P (Ni ⊕ r2 ⊕ r3 ) and Ki+1 = P (Ki ⊕ r2 ) into
Ki+1 = P (Ki ⊕ r2 ⊕ r3 ). Since, the values of r2 and
r3 are generated in each session, thus the adversary
cannot trace the target tag even if he/she corrupts
the tag and obtains the secret key Ki , Ni and EP Ci .
Here we describe how our proposed protocol assures
resistance against backward traceability attack:
Learning phase: In the ith session, the adversary sends a Corrupt query (T0 , K 0 ) and gets
(KiT0 , NiT0 , EP CiT0 , P IDiT0 ). Then, it sends an ExeT0
T0
T0
cute query(R, T0 , i) and obtains (r1,i , M1,i
, M2,i
, P IDi,add
).
Now, the adversary is able to compute r3,i and r2,i as
T0
r3,i = P IDi,add ⊕ P IDi and r2,i = M1,i
⊕ P (NiT0 ⊕
r3,i ), respectively.
Challenge phase: The adversary A selects two
fresh tags T0 and T1 for test, , and sends a Test query
(T0 , T1 , i − 1). According to the randomly chosen bit
b ∈ {0, 1}, the attacker is given a tag Tb ∈ {T0 , T1 }.
Now in the (i − 1) session, the adversary transmits
an Execute query (R, Tb , i − 1) by sending a random
Tb
Tb
0
r1,i
and obtains (M1,i−1
, M2,i−1
). But implementation of additional random number r3 beside r2 which
are generated at the beginning of each session makes
it completely impossible for an adversary to detect
messages related to the tag T0 , which results in robustness to backward traceability attack. Similarly, it
can be proved that the enhanced protocol is not vulnerable to forward traceability attack via Ouafi and
Phan privacy model.
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Now, we analyze the performance of our proposed
protocol through comparing it with Yu-Jehn [14],
Chien and Chen [26], Yeh et al. [23] and Yoon [22]
protocols which are based on the same framework.
As it is shown in Table 2, Chien and Chen’s protocol
[26] not only suffers from secrecy reveal, but also does
not provide untraceable communications for RFID
end users. These vulnerabilities are investigated with
more details in [23]. Although Yeh et al.’s protocol provides immunity against DoS attack, it has weaknesses
against traceability attacks and revealing the secret
parameter which are proved in [22]. Yu-Jehn [14] indicated that while Yoon’s protocol prevents secret parameter reveal, it is still vulnerable to traceability attack. In Section 4, we showed that Yu-Jehn’s protocol
suffers from traceability attacks and secret parameter
reveal. In Section 5.1, it is proved that our improved
authentication protocol solves the drawbacks in the
existing ones and provides a private and secure communication in an RFID system. Table 3 compares the
computational complexity of our improved protocol
and protocols introduced previously.
As we mentioned before in this Section, the greatest
restriction in proposing an authentication protocol is
implementation of less complication in the tag and
switch it to the back-end server. Results show that
our proposed protocol uses six PRNG function in the
tag. Although there is one more PRNG function in
comparison with with the Yu-Jehn protocol [14], but
providing privacy issue is the result of this complexity. Moreover, Table 3 shows that Chien and Chen
[26], Yeh et al. [23] and Yoon [22] protocols are more
complicated than ours.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we analyzed the privacy of a recently proposed RFID authentication protocol under the standard of EPC C1G2 by Yu-Jehn in 2015. We showed
that Yu-Jehn protocol does not provide privacy immunity and it is susceptible to different traceability
attacks such as secret parameter reveal, forward traceability and traceability attacks. Then, in order to advance the performance of the analyzed protocol, an
improved version is proposed that eliminates the mentioned attacks.
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